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Get the Facts on One of Historyâ€™s Most Tragic PeriodsWhen it comes to tragic, life-changing
events in our worldâ€™s history, one would be hard-pressed to find a modern period more brutal
and cruel than the Holocaust. This time in which the slaughter of millions of lives took place is one of
the most discussed and analyzed topics of modern history, and this book compiles many interesting
and crucial facts from beginning to end. Pick up your copy today to learn more.Here's a Preview of
What You Will Learn* Origins of the Holocaust* Early years of anti-Semitism* The ghettos*
Holocaust by the gun* Death campsDOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAYComments From Other
Readersâ€œAs much as I enjoy history, there are a few topics that are so tragic that it is hard to
digest information about them. The Holocaust definitely fits into that category. However, it is
important to read about the events that have shaped our modern world, and this book does a fine
job of covering this horrible era. It claims to be an â€˜overview,â€™ but it is truly in-depth and
detailed enough to be considered more than that. I would highly recommend this to anyone who
wants to learn about the Holocaust without a textbookâ€™s approach.â€• â€“ John D. (Los Angeles,
USA)â€œAs a Jewish man, the Holocaust has been present in my life from birth, though even my
father was not yet born when it took place. Grandfather always spoke of it in solemn tones, with
painful detail. This book corroborates many of the things he said, and it is a great resource for
anyone wishing to find information on this dark time.â€• â€“ David S. (New York, USA)â€œI enjoyed
this detailed overview on the subject of this dark time in our countryâ€™s past. The author gives the
facts with an even hand, and I appreciate the inclusion of excerpts from other works that help to give
a personal tone to the events being discussed. While itâ€™s painful to read of the cruel actions of
my ancestors, it is important that we learn so that history does not repeat itself.â€• â€“ Hans F.
(Berlin, Germany)Tags: World War II, WWII, Adolf Hitler, Holocaust, Jewish, Jews, concentration
camps, death camps, World War Two, World War 2, Nazi, Auschwitz, Auschwitz escape, Holocaust,
Auschwitz concentration camp, German SS, Final Solution to the jewish question, Nazi Germany,
gas chambers, jewish, jews, voices from the death camp, history, a doctor's eyewitness account,
extermination camp, third reich, Adolf hitler, liberation, Rudolf Hoss, viktor frankl, man's search for
meaning, Death dealer, World War 2, WW2
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A word of warning, if you are an ultra sensitive person then its best you donâ€™t read this book. We
all know the horrors of the holocaust, whatever is the darkest and basest in human nature seems to
have come to the forefront during this greatest carnage in history. Of course what we know mostly,
atleast what I know is from movies and from a few books that I have read. This book gives accounts
from survivors of the holocaust, who defying all logic and reason had somehow managed to live
through that and let the world know what really happened during those years in the concentration
camps of Germany and Poland. There was of course discrimination and bias against Jews during
the day to day life, but in the final years the planned regimen in the camps to exterminate them
completely really seemed like a madmanâ€™s fantasy; but ironically it was not the mad men but
normal sane men who were committing those crimes.A very interesting book to read and I
especially enjoyed the introductory chapter which explains the origin of the disdain towards Jews.

There is no easy way to tell this story. The horrors of the Holocaust will be told for generations to
come. Honestly, I hope that it never becomes an easy tale to tell. These events should make us
uncomfortable. The shoudl disgust us and repulse us. Why? Because to reveal in the events of the
atrocity would be an injustice to those who died and those who survived. Men, women, and children
were killed and tortured all for a man's twisted reality. When we forget the horror, we forget the

lesson. I won't say this was an easy book to read. It was short but there are some hard parts. It can
be hard to read about the suffering. The stories are important though. Overall it had thought
provoking information. The book talks about survivors but I think honestly, they were all victims.
They all lost something important. Family, dignity, humanity, sanity, and for many, hope.

I found this book an excellent read. Very insightful and emotional . I am a history buff and I buy a lot
of books on history , however at times reading incidents from the past makes me sad , one such
period is the Holocaust . A really tragic and sad phase which should not have been allowed to
happen...and I found it really painful to read that it went on for so long.. It is strange to believe that
there are some people who actually believe that the Holocaust never happened. This book contains
good information about the Holocaust , so I would recommend this to anyone who wants to know
more details on the tragic and painful topic.The basic motivation behind the Holocaust was purely
ideological and was ingrained in an illusionary world of Nazi imagination; where an international
Jewish conspiracy to control the world was opposed to a parallel Aryan quest. Till that date no
genocide had been based so utterly on myths, hallucinations, or abstract ideology--which was then
executed by very coherent and hardheaded means . May God Bless each and everyone who
suffered through and experienced this horrific period..This book contains good information about the
Holocaust , so I would recommend this to anyone who wants to know more details on the tragic and
painful topic.I would have appreciated more if this would have been longer and more in-depth.

Another very good e-book from Ryan Jenkins, told well and most importantly, sensitively.

This is an excellent book. I have learned a great deal about the Holocaust. I have seen numerous
documentaries but they do not let you see it from the survivors eyes.Don't ever forget this horrible
injustice. God bless their souls.

Excellent book documenting the history behind the Holocaust which helped explained how Jews
were made scapegoats as far back as the death of Christ. Started off with a balanced treatment of
how WWI created the origins of the rise of Adolph Hitler, explained the economics behind the
collapse of the world economies in the 1920s, detailed the atrocities from 1933 onward until the date
where most authporities believed the Holocaust took root on November 9th, 1938 or "Kristallnacht"
the "Night of Broken Glass". Very informative book for as short as it is complete with photos,
excerpts of passages from those that both survived and/or witnessed the atrocities, and provided

many other possible resources for future studies. Remarkably well done and earns my highest
rating!

I love anything pertaining to history and I'm very fascinated with the Holocaust. It was a very tragic,
heart breaking time. I have studied up a lot about it, read books, and watched movies based on one
of the worst events our world has ever seen. This book was a very heart touching book and the
author wrote it with the victims in mind. He was very sensitive to them and that means a lot. It goes
into detail about Hitler, and his hatred of Jews. This book was great because it is packed full of
useful information but it is also a short length. This would be a great book for anyone interested in
learning more about our history in our world. I highly recommend the book. It was a incredible read,
sad, but incredible.

Surviving The Holocaust provided readers a brief understanding on how the holocaust started. It is
such a shame that German's hatred of the Jews stemmed from their jealousy of the latter's abilities
on excelling in different profession in which they, the Germans, limited the Jews to. And other
pathetic reasons such as difference in culture and starting a plague. the book is very interesting to
read, brief yet informative. It is seeing the holocaust in the eyes of the survivors. Definitely answered
my questions on how and why the holocaust started, such a tragedy.
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